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Safety issues for storage and transport of used fuel
What will be the materials state 10 / 20 / 100 years from now ?

➥ Clad / Canister / Cask must retain integrity during handling, storage, and
transportation

Courtesy Remi Dingreville/SNL
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Historical and Projected Commercial Spent
Nuclear Fuel Discharges
Cumulative Discharged Used Nuclear Fuel (MTHM)
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Courtesy Jeff Williams/DOE
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Dry Storage Systems

Courtesy NRC
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DRY FUEL CANISTER CASKS

Courtesy Dan Leduc/SRNL & Jeff Williams/DOE
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BARE FUEL DRY STORAGE CASKS

Courtesy Dan Leduc/SRNL & Jeff Williams/DOE
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Transportation Casks

Courtesy NRC
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UFD Transportation – Priorities
• Near term: transport of selected fuel rods to support possible off‐site testing.
• Medium term: possible transport of UNF from Independent Spent
Fuel Storage Installations to Consolidated Interim Storage Facilities.
• Key transportation emphasis:
Inventory of UNF in dry storage and transfer / transport systems available
Are storage canisters currently transportable?
Repackaging? Standard canisters?
Are transfer systems / transport casks available?
Dual‐purpose casks transportable?
Decommissioned sites “first”

• Long term: transport of used nuclear fuel after extended storage
• Key transportation emphasis for R&D:
UNF may be degraded after extended storage.
• Canisters may be degraded.
• Retrievability issues must be addressed.
• Evaluation of “off‐ramps” to mitigate full‐spectrum of testing requirements

•
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Possible Transportation Campaigns
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Possible “near‐term” transportation
campaigns and issues
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One potential scenario requiring
near‐term transport of UNF
Regional / centralized interim storage
Connecticut
Yankee ISFSI
Trojan

Decommissioned UNF first
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Post‐extended storage transportation:
issues and options
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Options for post‐extended storage
transportation
Identify advantages and disadvantages of the following options for the post‐
storage handling of UNF assemblies prior to transport.
1. Develop the technical bases for the assertion that UNF cladding and canisters shall
be intact after extended storage:
–
–
–
–
–

Thermal performance
Radiological performance
Confinement
Sub‐criticality
Retrievability

Technical Bases for Post‐Extended Storage Transport
OPTIONS
1. Cladding /

2. Repackage

canister integrity

3. Canister all

stored UNF

2. Repackage UNF assemblies prior to transport into new canisters.
3. Canister all future UNF assemblies prior to storage in transportable canisters.
–
–
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Provide criticality mitigations within canisters (assume UNF will degrade).
“Canister” canisters if they are degraded after extended storage.

FY11 Transportation activities (1)
Developed database of UNF currently dry stored
– Exactly how much fuel is stored at each ISFSI and at the decommissioned sites?
– How is the fuel packaged – bare within dual‐purpose casks; canisters
– What UNF would require repackaging prior to transport? Are the canisters
transportable?
– What transfer systems and transport casks would be used to transport UNF?
– Inventory existing dual‐purpose casks being used for dry storage that may be used for
transportation in the future – which d‐p casks do we need to assess for degradation
mechanisms should they ever be used for transport?
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FY11 Transportation activities (2)
Test plan for obtaining energy input to cask internals during normal
transport.
UNF may degrade during very long term storage or high burnup. It is important
to know what forces cladding is subjected to under normal transport
conditions to justify transport after extended storage.
Compare applied loads and cladding material properties
vibrations
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cladding properties

FY11 Transportation activities (3)
Generated a set of Features, Events, and Processes tables that apply
to transportation.

The Storage Work Package prepared a report that listed Features, Events, &
Processes for very long‐term stored used nuclear fuel.

The Importance of R&D for some FEPs is higher for Transportation than for
Storage, e.g., canister weld integrity.
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FY11 Transportation activities (4a)
Criticality analyses
• Relevant observations and points
• Most UNF is, and will be, stored in multi‐assembly canisters.
• There is no assurance (data) that UNF and baskets will not be degraded after very
long term storage.
• This lack of assurance exists regardless of aging‐study R&D conducted on UNF,
including high burnup UNF, in the near future due to uncertainty in extrapolating
test results to long periods of storage.
• If it can be assured that UNF within canisters will remain subcritical under all credible
conditions after extended storage, there would be no need to open the canisters after
extended storage prior to transportation.
Degradation of UNF during extended storage may not preclude transportation.
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FY11 Transportation activities (4b)
Criticality analyses
Analyses performed to quantify the increase in reactivity
associated with fuel reconfiguration in multi‐assembly canisters.
The condition of the UNF for these analyses encompasses a
range of damaged conditions.
Options for mitigating the increase in reactivity
due to fuel reconfiguration will be investigated.
Mitigation options include:
– Safety analyses performed for a keff ≤ 0.95 ‐ ∆kreconfig
• where ∆kreconfig = the maximum possible reactivity increase
• due to fuel reconfiguration.
– Package design modifications.
– Use of control rods or burnable poison rod assemblies in the fuel assemblies.
– Crediting inherent margins /conservatisms, including credit for burnup and cooling time in
the safety analyses, perhaps moderator exclusion.
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FY11 Transportation activities (5)
Moderator exclusion: technical basis and process for transport.
This is an alternative to trying to justify the integrity of cladding after very
long‐term storage or implementing criticality control mitigations.
Provide a separate component inside of a transportation cask to perform
the watertight function needed to achieve moderator exclusion ensuring
no single packaging error would permit in‐leakage of moderator
Inner component can be physically leak tested to demonstrate its watertight
containment function
This concept is believed to satisfy the conditions of 10 CFR 71.55(c)

Courtesy Keith Morton/INL
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Integrated Canister‐in‐Canister Concept
(example from ORNL)
Flexible Integrated Modular Nuclear Fuel
Storage, Transportation, and Disposal
Canister System (FIRST)

Small canister
provides flexible
disposal options

– Multi‐modal use and flexibility in all
operations while working within existing
utility framework
– Unique design features to accommodate
future, current, and past proposed disposal
concepts
– Allows direct disposal (similar to YMP TAD
concept)
– Many secondary benefits
• Including improved characteristics to
accommodate extended storage
– Repackaging could be done at a
consolidated interim storage facility
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Small canisters in
larger canister for
storage and
transportation

Courtesy Jeff Williams/DOE

FY12 Transportation Priorities
Proceed with a test program to measure the response of UNF cladding to actual loadings
imposed during normal conditions of transport.
Identify criticality mitigation measures for degraded fuel rods contained within storage
canisters.
Continue moderator exclusion efforts – engage the NRC.
Thermal analyses of degraded used nuclear fuel in canisters.
Identify issues related to dry repackaging of bare UNF at ISFSIs into canisters or
transportation containers.
Maintain database of UNF in dry storage. Include dry transfer concepts for canistered fuel
with emphasis on decommissioned sites.
ASME and IAEA collaborations.
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DOE System Architecture Evaluation for
UNF Management
• The Blue Ribbon Commission on America’s Nuclear Future July 29 draft
report to the Secretary of Energy recommends prompt efforts be
undertaken to develop one or more consolidated storage facilities and one
or more geological facilities.
• The Nuclear Waste Technical Review Board has provided input and
comments to the BRC recommending that a “systems” approach to
radioactive waste management be undertaken when considering
consolidated interim storage of used nuclear fuel.
• The U.S. DOE has initiated system‐level analyses of the back‐end of the
nuclear fuel cycle pertaining to the management of used nuclear fuel from
the current LWR fleet.
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Courtesy Jeff Williams/DOE

UNF Management System Architecture
Evaluation Current Work
 Evaluate an integrated approach to transportation, storage, and disposal
in the waste management system.
 Evaluate the implications of the current strategy for on‐site storage of
used nuclear fuel in large dry storage systems on the subsequent direct
disposal of the stored used nuclear fuel in salt, clay/shale, and crystalline
mined geologic repositories and in deep boreholes.
 Factors including emplacement capability, thermal constraints, the need
for re‐packaging techniques, storage alternatives, transportation, impacts
on utility operations, etc. will be considered
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Courtesy Jeff Williams/DOE

System Architecture Evaluation
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Courtesy Jeff Williams/DOE

Used Nuclear Fuel:
Transportation, Storage, Disposal Logistic Simulation
• The DOE Office of Civilian Radioactive Waste Management developed
transportation, storage, and disposal simulation tools
– CRWMS Analysis and Visually Interactive Model – CALVIN
– Transportation Operations Model – TOM
– Total System Model – TSM

• Development stopped in 2009 and existing tools are reflective of the used
nuclear fuel management system in place at that time
• Efforts underway to update and modify the existing software (CALVIN and
TOM) to support used nuclear fuel management analyses (i.e., the UFD
System Architecture Study)
• Tool development and UFD System Architecture Study are closely
integrated
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Courtesy Jeff Williams/DOE

Transportation:
Collaborative Activities and Interactions
• Industry

• Government organizations and advisory groups
DOE

• International
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